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c.)'. ,vr.. '" Aloha Legislators, -',.....

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium "on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i" ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

(~ Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
\ ! kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala

r'''''---) \ belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
( I modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by ,,,...__-,
C, ! anyone, it should be shared with everyone. )

( ..\ Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that -'"-,,,,,,_,,./
(- /' genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
, we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
'r--····---.-r
1 refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
:t,[ good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it

could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that? .

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should.....-.. ------_.,

,"----......, be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
C.___ ~:~._) someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that

companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa, ............, - -
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kala and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that? '

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

;./ SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp:cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since (learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that? '

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their prOducts, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
Qelongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' r ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
qelongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tlie future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' l' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
Qelongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that theirfood is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
pelongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to ourkalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoal/ergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is cultural/y disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on aI/legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
l:?elongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it..We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to ourkalo. Did you know that more than-half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, t~e future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~ SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that yOLf suppOrt the 10 yeaY moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification- and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been (;G/ring for and pFotectin-g
taro. In HawaPi taro is the plant of the people- It is our living culture and ancient
I1fstory, native. nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a helovt!!.d and unique hypoallergenic food, medjcine,
sustainable agriculture and tndu-stry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
LLarjety of raro is culrurally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy;

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary SCientifiC re.seCt-rch
that does not expose the taro pfantspecies to the disrespect and risks at genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials activelv support farmers/sdentistS
fn publicfy accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro (rom lemd
& water issues and invasive pests & diseaseS.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our is-land
community. Wejoin mahi'aUfarmers) of Hawai'i in calling. on aN legislators to
protect Hawaii's. unique culture and resources by /petssinga Jaw to provide a 70
year moratorium on the g.enetic modification and patenting of taro.

Mcilama HaloaI Malama Pono,

r ~~a.& ®
~~-----------------------~----~----~~-~---
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
qelongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our'kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, t~e future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

'(~ ('/-tIl J160 il~a()cy'
"

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

. We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. $0 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? $0 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tfie future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

IGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT-
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
wi!! this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SI ATUREINAME \.-



Name:
Organlzations/School:
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

I
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. $0 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. $0 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should.
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patentin of the taro (kalo) plant species.

/,
Malama Haloa, ";;

REINAME
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TE5TIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically moaified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tile future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp:cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

0' SIGNATUREINAME



TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT

58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years, Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SiiONATUREfNAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any, doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

.j SIGNATUREINAME
-:;/Y
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

/
/

/

/
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp:cies.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it..We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetioally modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

fta/zuo/~. 7 (' (l (t,-J-%~f~
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S6958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' l' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
l:?elongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tfle future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it.. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So .if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, U,e future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
~elongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
Qelongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

T, .""" 'IlbJ- {i·- {J/t/-ltfR_ (JJt~O-v1)
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TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

cr SIGNATUREINAME



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
~elongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tile future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

. _41_<v()_~-A~o."4---",4\",,-.,_'~.o..::.\oJ{\:...;.....;,.~ _
- <) SIGNA'ftfRi!/NAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
I?elongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME\\
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Als,o we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tfle future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
t;>elongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. 50
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. 50 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. 50 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? 50 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
~elongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it.. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp:cies.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
qelongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to ourkalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on, So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe,

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp:cies.

We grow kalo and make pa'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Als.o we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tfte future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Als,o we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our' kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tile future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~4~~
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
t;>elongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Als,o we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tfie future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



Name:'bC'J-b\L "E:3.rr/t ._ \/
Organizations/School:~"A, 'r\j\nQX'\)'-...

Neighborhood/Town: S-..\'\\\~.j..Jd

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the /aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it.. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe, The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, ttle future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



Name: 'KQq\-\ \ JU(lj
Organizations/Schoof: WC\\Ci\\"a\L \If\\ QX
Neighborhood/Town: ·,,,n\~C\\Ao.l

• "\/\ f- It WCA\OV\c..(Q

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tlie future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



Name: \man ,PC1Ct1QU)
Organizations/School: ~NO Ion t~ e in·teV,
Neighborhood/Town: NC1ICAYlC1e

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp:cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. $0 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tfie future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



0,' -r'-/.,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' r ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



Name: ...-.--\ c
Organizations/School: Vv \. >-'" . -~
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absOlmely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent rnillons of dollars to fight every attempt that requires la.beling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' r ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' l' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

Cj1J,j~fpo/,QJ4" ~\L
SIGNATUREINAME I
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



Name:-nCI{)G -r\d ().Ci t'\d'e3
Organizations/School: WO\0Y10....B IV!t e "
Neighborhood/Town: Wo.IU(1C 6

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupl,ma who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, ,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp:cies.

We grow kalo and make pa'j' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

L
SIGNA



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

t ,-
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TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. $0 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

-I·'.1·../ c ,J \-: c\
,r ~A\ \
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Name:\2...Dl V60 n 7010
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

.~~~ ciO'0 T@\\J
SIGNATUREINAME



Name: J vS-\1l"\ ~i l q ,
Organizations/School: vJ C{t(1 (\(.1'£
Neighborhood/Town: wut iCZflC1€

TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp:cies.

We grow kalo and make pa'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tile future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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Name: J'VlQ )rzatJa!b)\l ~ ~
Organizations/School: ~\S
Neighborhood/Town: ~(A\a.J1G,---e

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it..We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~-'~
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp:cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tile future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Matama Haloa,

~ 111,: ~ ...-----='------':..=.--SI-G-N-A-~A;.~,J-=-----



Name:LOUI-c;ft:~9q n , _
Organizations/School: UJC\~ '0 C\ e.,
Neighborhood/Town: vJL\\ ~'V\,G.e-

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother aloneI

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. -We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption byabso[utely refusing to have their product~I~Q~,l_~9.Ih~Y_,bCl\l~,__,

--'-------'spenrmtttionsof doltatsto-nght eVeryaUefi,-pfthafrequlresTii6eling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tile future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

I

lOU\j'
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp:cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. -We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

--spent-miHionsof--dollarstoftght-every-attemptthat-requirestabeting:Thilik--aD60rfnac-----------
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



Name: h\\( ~ rlGf(\~ Ci ft \cr _Ot'lle£~'l c"t
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' l' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

-----sf>eflt-flTiHtefls-Gf-d-oH-a-fs-to-fight~everyattemprthatreqo1restaDeting. Tfjlnkr-c---=--a~bo-u-'t--'t-'-ha---'t~---·_-

when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



NameroG''((JeO~
Organizations/School: \\J \.~
Neighborhood/Town: \NJ.\cSDGe

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

-----s13eAt-mH-I-ieftS-ef-cleH-ars--te-Hght-everyattempt-thatTe1iutreslat:)et~nlnk a5~0:-:1utrJtcrh-=-at"--------

when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



Name: f:-A\O 1'\ Cf .5 .:)C~()
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT

56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

_' spent-m~t,l-i.Qn£_Gf_f1{}l_ta-Fs-te__Hgl=tt--€vefy-at-tempt1:trat-requi,e-s-tabellng:1fffi1K-a-'--b':...o-u~t 7Tth-a'"'"t-------
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tile future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



Name: A\vS\v", Vo\ldez
Organizations/School: W(:liDiJfcl(' 'In\0r.
Neighborhood/Town: UJo iOi}"{:7e

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the j aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it..We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kato. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have ... ....__.___. _
-spent-millioAsofdeHarsto-Hght-every--attemptthatrequires'labelfiig:ThTnk-cibOufthat
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~ SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. $0 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? $0 that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. $0 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? $0 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutelyref~singto have their products labeled.Ih~YJ1~YfL._ _ _.__ _ ~_.

spent-miHionsofdollarstofightevery attempt thar reqUires·TabeITng:··Tf)ink about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~.I' k ~.7. ~. ~ .
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it..We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
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when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeleci. They have

--------' ..spenrmittions.o'fdottars-tcfffgh1'e\ielyaftemptfnaffequffeSlabe(ing:-1'l1inrabout that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAM



TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
5B958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
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when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro·

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. $0 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? $0 that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. $0 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? $0 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have__. ~ ~

. spentmiHions·o-fdoH-ars····tofighteveryattemptthar-recfaitesTa5elfng:'Thfnk-a-bout that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from dOing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products la~eled:-They~ha=-v,----;-e=-c-__

--------'--spenrmittionsofoorrars'toffgnn?\teyia-tfempflnafrequires labe[1i1g: Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refosing to have their [:lroducts labeled. They have

"'spenEiTIlTrlonsoTdoTlars'tonghiev'erya'ttempffhafrequires-TabeHng:fhinkabo-utihat
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and prQtect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATU /NAME



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
sP@r:lt-mitUoR--s-of-go~~aF-s-t0-f-tgA-t-evefy-a-t-tempt-that-requtres-lahettng-=-Thirnra:l)outtnatr-------

when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

'--spentmiHionsof-doltarsto fight every attempttharfeqTjifes '{ab'€HTrig:'TfiTrikaoouf'fh-cif""
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
··sp-e-nt····mi-Hto·ns··-o·r···d-oll-aTS--··to···-fi-g·ht·--every----atte-mpt···-that-···re-qlJire"s-tab"e"ti"n-g--:··-··Ttrl-n··J<-(rb-onl~·lh-at---·_·_· ------..--------.-.--~
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

IONA: UREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

--,~--" ,,-- "spent'millionsofdollarstofighteveryattemptthatreqoires'tabeling;'Think-about'thal
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They hav:.-;e~ _

.nnn'___ ... - . "spentmilhons'of-dottars-tofight-eve-ry-artempl:r1fa-rrequlresIab'Emng. TmnKabout that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina pnd we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? $0 that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. $0 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? $0 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

--·---·--········-----···spent-miHionsof-doHarsto-fight-everyattempt-that-requlresTaDermg.Tnirikaboufthat----·---.'
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. $0 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? $0 that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

--...-----s-pel+t-mil~_l0A_s__0f-a0H·af_s-t0-Hght-evefy_attempt-that-reqUiresiatretirr-g:-TmnKaDoun1=-h""at~·----
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

-~.._---- ··-spentmiIHonsof-EIoHarsto-Hght--everyatt-empt-that--requirestabeling:Thinka'boUrth-ar
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tile future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

'~__~SIP_enLm.iHi.ons-oLdoUars-t-Q-t:.igM-e-veFy-aHemJ7H-hat-r-eqtriresiahetirrg:-TlTinKat>out.-r1:th:-::a'Tt------

when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
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when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

______,s_p-enLmilli.D.fiS-oLdo.llar-s-toJjgbt-e¥er.y-a-t-wmpt--tl:lat-+efltI-iFes-~agel-iRg-.--=t=AtA-k--abett~that----

when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa •i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? $0 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
speR-t--miW{}R-S-Gf-ElGUa~s--t0-f-igf:l-t-ever-y-atremi*-t-Aat--Fe€juiFes-~abeHfl~mflk--ahotJt-that-

when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, I

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. $0 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? $0 that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. $0 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? $0 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

____--spe.nLrnilLi.o.ns-oLdoUar-s-to-fig.b-t-e'.Le.r:y-atte.mpt-t-nat-Fe€1u·iFe5-l-abe~ing....TA-iA-k-aeetJt-that~-----
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

------ -sf:>entmiH-io·ns-o-f-doH-arsto-Hgh-teveryattempt-thatTequires-labeltng:-rhinl\abourthaC----------·---
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

-----speftt-rn-il+ions-of-do+lars-to-ftght-everycrttemp-rtrraneqoireslaoellng. TmnKa15oun.fi~at'-------
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tfie future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

.\ .\ ··J1 " ; ! /.
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

____,,__'__ ",. spentmilUons".of-doHa-rsto,fightever:yattemptthat--fequ,ires,l-abeHng;i-hink,about--that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. $0 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? $0 that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. $0 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? $0 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

__~sp.ent_m-iWOAS--O.f-doUar-s--tQ-f~gRt-~vefy-a-t-teFRJ3t-tflat-FeClI:ti-fes--l'abettng:-Think-a-b-outllTat

when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

-------t;spent-miH-iofls---()f-c!ol-la-rs-to-ffght-every-a-ttempt-tftat-r-eqtlires-ta:beting-;-Think-abouLtfTa-+--t-----
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has' been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products, labeled. They have

__----"'sp_e.nLmilLioDS-DLdollar-s-t-O-f-igllt-e¥e-f:)l-e-tt€++lpt-tI:lat-Fe€luir-es-I-aeeHng;-Thiftk-abottt-that----~
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

---sp~flt-m-iU-iQns-Q.f--4QltaF5-t0-f-igR-t-eveF-y-a-tt-effif'lt-t-h-a~FeElI:I-i-r.-es--l-a-eeHng-;-i=h-in-k--a-bout-ttrat-------

when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent-millionsof-doll-arsto-figh-teve-ryatte-mpt-that-reql:Jifes--labeHng-.-4-hink-abotlt1:ha-r----
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tile future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
5B958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
sjOlent·miHiensof·dollaFsto·Hghteveryatt-empt-·that-requires·-labeHng;·,rhink-aboutthat··· _, .. _ _-
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



Name: Lec,f\\\(\ \-i\~'''l~V

Organizations/School:
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TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

___---;>spenLmilLions-of-dollar--S-tQ-f-igl+t-e.ve.r-y-a-tteR'lf}t-that-reql:J-i-Fes-l-aeeling-;--"FA-iflk-abotlt-thatt------
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
J'
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

----~sp.eAt-11+iUiQr-l_s_(}£-d_oUar_S_to_figl+t-~r-y-a-t-t-e-mpl-t-R-al-FeEJI:J-iFes-~aeel-lflg;--T-hfflk-abotj't-th~att-------

when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIATURE/NAME



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

- ..-----------spent-miHi-ons-ofdol-la-rs-tofight-every-attempt-thatTeqoirestabeting~--ihinkab-01Jrthal-"---- ..
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

..... ······spent-miHions-of··doHarst()··Hghtevefyattem/3l-,thatrequiresla-beling;-"'Fhinkabeutthat------..-
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

GNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have

.~--~ s-rrenlmilitons-orduttarsLcrftghleveryattemptthalrequirertabelinr"FhinkabUIJtL~a..-t ------
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for

___ _._ hlJQ1~Q~()Q.?':l.!!!pti()Q..~y9~?()l u~~lyr~~?il1g~() ..b.9y~th~1~prg<:l~~~.?.lCll?.~J~<:l~Ib~y_b(Jy~_._
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumptionbyabsolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms ·of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified,

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fightevery attemprthat requites labeling. Think aboutthat
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

0a.CJAC~~
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fightevery attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think aboutthat
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

+~£~. SIO ATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent mitlionsof dollars tofight every attempt thatrequires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~/ .. ,i t r ( 11 Ai /' ',''1 \. ': ( '.../~, '·,,·L,,··'· l. . r .i .
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and fooq haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight eVery attemptthat requires labeling. think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? $0 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions ofdollars to fight every attemptthat requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think aboufthat
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~.
~NATUREINAME



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

.t
-' .•. ..,.,..,.<.,,/.
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
humanconsumption by absolutelyrefusing to have theirproducts labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt thatrequires labeling. Thinkabout that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our famities? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollarsto fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



NameJ~~~~\~ Nu ! , .. _ .

Organizations/School: \N~\~na~ \rrtfw fnf'd\a1r' dOhO()!
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think abOut that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

"" ( / SIGNATUREfNAME
\,.



Name:, I';: -:-l,;: .<;>
Organizations/School: '/,t';h'(;lf""?

Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollarsto fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



II .) I' J ,}.v'. 1 L \ '"Name: vvcLrtt 'L{." f\.(tl115n( vv
Organizations/School: \.,;l..JCdC\f/1?C.X_ LYt{ev (vui't(~'~h.
Neighborhood/Town: \IvCtt'(;Lt'1?Z-l.-

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kala and make pa'j' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent niillionsof dollars tC>fight every attempt thafrequires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



Name~\\\--\-0~(~ CA~\oA'-l oc; h \
Organizations/School: l(X1"1 a no e.- me.-' Vhedle--tC
Neighborhood/Town: Wel\ G\ V1C\.L.

TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to havetheirproductstabeled.Theyhave
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

.,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
humanconsumption by absolutely refusing to have their productslabeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~..L.~-U-RE-IN-A-M-E-----



Name: £un Sun \C', en - : ...L_ ec£ \'"'--,
Organizations/Schoo~lClV1..U.....e... Tv l\,C3 -W1\L{1-€-
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
56958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
speht Illillionsof dollarslo fight every attempt that reqLJires labeling. Thinkabout that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dotlarsto fight every attempt that requireslabelihg. Think abOut that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tfie future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future famities? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people witl have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight everyattempfthat requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

(
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to usor our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alonel

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions ofdollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

'oj SIGNATURE/NAME .



Name: Cr;7[/ (\7{ West)l7!k
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their productslabeled.They have
spent millions of dollarsto fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that reqL1ireslabelihg. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



Name: Cnet \'I dQ1 J,
Organizations/School: ~(A\U\Ylal--C \V\1C\r
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millionsof dollars tb fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa T ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutelyrefusing tohave their productslabeled~They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

'\ " SIGNATURE A E



Name: ~ J:vU ollet'
Organizations7School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying rio GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

I



Name:~rlC~, JvdC\
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Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fighteveryattempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fightevery attempt that requires labeling: Thinkabout that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo "m saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars tofight every attempt thatrequifes labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

• S"IGNATUREINAME



Name: Nolah ArCl~O
Organizations/School: ;
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



Name: "TiA'" 0-4c-
Organizations/School: \_, :\
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt thatrequires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



Name: ,.v;Ah/"e/ Pr;--~
Organizations/School:' .
Neig hborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars tb fight eVery attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



--::; rl@h ~ it?""Name: J-- y CJV' , ~ .,
Organizations/School: V.·J-. \0'(\ C)" <' .. " ." \ ...

Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S6958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kala and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the 'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars tofight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



P~f?7{)h t/llJ1ll
Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

\

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant sp~cies.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



Name:~~~ ~ , ~
Organizations}School: V'ftu4~ IV\ -toYm-eJ la"\e; 6c:huv I

Neighborhood/Town: V\JV\ tClV\tte

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant sp~cies.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO, ,--
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kala does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions ofdoltars to fight every attempt thatreqUireslabelillg. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~ATU~



TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to havetheir products labeled. Theyhave
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



Name:~\~\j~~ _.'~ '.. :-..\Qr
O . ~~1 Is h I' \" \ A I..Q!U\'{}I::-, \\"

rganlzatlons c oo~. \'-',{;:'K~ J , ex L1 \."'~
Neighborhood/Town:'\f'.-J ~'\l.J\ ,,\)t- ~'\v \ \ 2r-

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' l' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,



-c..c. -·t- r';" .,
Name: J Cc/S l~' /';"<'1'1 I! I\)b!l <1,
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNAfURE/NAME



Name: ,:.::, (irY"')~"'(~~ n~;' ... ":.•
Organizations/S~chool: \i""C\ " £\0>(), ':' "t', --''';~''- (""- \:':1~) '. ,;,!-,"~

Neighborhood/Town: Or

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

Q.,>:xYl,Ar-":<,,,-t1jC~} . ·'l.{ (':C0·.0.A,,;
"-// SIGNATUREINAME



Name: l?\-?:::AV0S T";:,:\-:f;'::;\,'
Organizations/School: V'.J C""\ 'i?U""""IC-le- i'.'.v"-,-,;'ev',
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
S8958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

'. ~'7. ,- a.t,{' "
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, I

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958· 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

! .---
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SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-
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Neighborhood/Town:

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kala has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~~ /i<R\Si\ -KQO'{(lqll.)
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, I

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attemptthat requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kala. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutelyrefusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~L.....:.-cl~_/-f-+~__...:...--+--__
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the'aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions ofdollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us" the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

../;1J
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, J

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kala and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kala means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions ofdollars to fight every attemptthatrequireslabeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, I

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the •aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attemptthat requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions ofdollars to fight every attemptthatrequireslabeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tne future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the I aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the ones they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

.' . '_ i.
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, 1

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? $0 that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. $0 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? $0 people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions ofdollars toJight every attemptthatrequires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

~/~SIGNATUREIN
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TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of TarQ-

Aloha Legislators, I

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa 'i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kalo I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kalo
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kalo should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. $0
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. $0 if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? $0 that means we are the on,es they are testing the
GMO foods on. $0 how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kalo does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, tl1e future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Tarq-

Aloha Legislators, )

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

We grow kalo and make pa' i' ai (undiluted poi) in our school. We experienced
how much the kalo means to Hawaiians, many who believe that it is our older brother
from the time of the first Hawaiian. Since I learned about our kala I'm saying no GMO,
leave our older brother alone!

Genetic modification is unnatural. Kalo has been naturally changed by our
kupuna who cherished it, grew it and observed it for hundreds of years. Our kala
belongs to the people and the' aina and we know that if something is genetically
modified then someone can own it. We feel that our kala should not be owned by
anyone, it should be shared with everyone.

Also we feel that genetic modification is unsafe. The companies that
genetically modify plants and food haven't had it tested by independent scientists. So
we do not know the effects of genetically modified foods and just as the companies
refuse to label genetically modified food that makes more people wonder if it is really
good for us. So if they don't know what the effects are then we don't know what it
could do to our kalo. Did you know that more than half of all foods in stores have
genetically modified ingredients? So that means we are the on.es they are testing the
GMO foods on. So how do you feel about that?

Well we feel that that is completely wrong. What if this food is unsafe? What
will this do to us or our families? Or our future families? We believe that food should
be grown naturally and not genetically modified. We think its wrong how after
someone genetically modifies something that they own it. Did you know that
companies are modifying plants like corn so they can't reproduce? So people will have
to go back to the companies to get seeds to grow more corn. The GMO companies are
preventing nature from doing its work.

Food is supposed to feed us. Kala does this, and has done so for over a
thousand years. Kalo does not need to be genetically modified.

Food is not supposed to be dangerous to ones health. The GMO industry has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that their products, GMO foods are dangerous for
human consumption by absolutely refusing to have their products labeled. They have
spent millions of dollars to fight every attempt that requires labeling. Think about that
when the GMO companies say that their food is safe.

Do your job. Represent us and protect us, the youth, the future- as you are all
fond of saying. Vote for at least a 10 year moratorium on all forms of genetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

Malama Haloa,

SIGNATUREINAME



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoal/ergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 70 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 7200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 70
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

/vlalama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the.1O year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TEST~ONY-INSUPPORT

SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

for 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
.and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases. '

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! JYlalama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratori'um on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

1\1alama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii, Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

J'vIalama HaZoa! MaZama Pono,

Signature



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to ow'
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

JMalama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:G10M !<;fH; sug ;
Organizations: d /'
NeighborhoodjTownjZipCode: l'7 (} Jo ) 1; L
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! JYlalama Pono,

Signature



Nam;;nO~A ~
Organizati~~;' I 7 / /) / I...
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode: ~~ t77
Email/Phone: "/

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

--
Signature



Name:f;?MP&J6 K~
Organizations: I J //
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:~Uj
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
c1.Llturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! l'vIalama Pono,

Signature



Name: ~av'1D 1<"-eL!< VU-e..-J
Organizations: ...J.-./
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode: ~ tUt(
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8 - 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

~/~-~~.-
Signature



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i incalling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! MaZama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic'engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

SIgnature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hmvai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Nlalama Pono,

Signature



Name: 4;r/PJ;~ ~;Z::7::H25T-::>
Organizations: 1 / 4 //
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:~ fI1
Email/Phone: J
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask, that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai ifarmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:k~~~ icJ,.0
Organizations: 11_ /.
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:~~
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the.1O year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

MaZama HaZoa! MaZama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
il /"
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support thew year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

MaZama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TEST~ONY-INSUPPORT

SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people.:. it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersiscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

MaZama Haloa! Malama Pono,



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests &diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai ifarmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

_"----/ , .SIgnature

. ~&o/~,~



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientifiC research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 70
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and reSOurces by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AEIfor the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

111alama HClloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to ow'
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai ifarmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting ~4E! j£Jr the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro. .

.MaZama Haloa! MaZama Pono,

Cz1(.,.,..K.'~ _IT Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai ifarmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958 - 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama HaloafMalama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
/ ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

lV/alama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to ow'
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai ifarmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the.1O year moratorium on allforms ojgenetic
modification and patenting oj the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in H awai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicjood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryjor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftara is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportjarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ojprotecting tara from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ojour island community. We
join mahi'ai ifarmers) ojHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AB! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

MaZama Haloa! Malama Pono,

,}
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

MalamaHaloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

MalamaHaloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) pLant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE'! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

~~~~~17 Signature
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Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958 - 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture andindustryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

MalamaHaloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

MaZama Haloa! MaZama Pono,

Signature



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species. For 1200 years
farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In Hawai'i taro is
the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition
and ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food,
medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying
any variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering. I ask
that the legislators actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted and
safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community.
Wejoin mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and your fellow legislators
to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to
provide a 10 year moratorium on the generic mod~ficarion and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Email Testimonyto:NaKahuOHaloa@gmail.com
Or send to: KAHEA: The Hawaiian Environmental Alliance, Attn. KALO
P.O. Box 270112 Honolulu, HI 96827-0112
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
8B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

,- ,.
,_ ..-j

Signature



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. liVe
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AB!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
. does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Tam is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai Uczrmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'ABIfor the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama HaloafMalama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

MalamaHaloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! MaZama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

JYIalama Haloa! Malama Pono,

~v~{}~;)
~ Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

MalamaHaloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part afoul' island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
wlture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name: fiZ::!{;I'/;'... J?,-c,l-bif.n.
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our

. food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Tam is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of tam.

~MalamaHaloa! Nlalama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy,

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culhlre and resources by voting ~4E!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

IVIalama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patentin.g oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,
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NeighborhoodjTownjZipCode:
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.



Name:
Organizations:
N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofow' island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Name:
Organizations:
NeighborhoodjTown/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support thew year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting ~4E!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

v
I)



Name:
Organizations:
Neighhorhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! j()r the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

JYIalama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our liVing culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

MalamaHaIoa! Malama Pono.

~ -)L~/~/~~ " - . .' ./'
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Signature/Name



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in H awai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 70 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 7200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 70
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

MalamaNaloaf Malama Pono,

/;) 1/ () c>J~'0> -- KeJvc/&~- Jj g; 0 r---~------------------------------- .

Signature/Name



Name:
Organization s/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators ta
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 10
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pona,

#~H·~
------------------p£--------------~~---------
Signature/Name



Name:
Organizations/School:
Neighborhood/Town:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 70 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For 7200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting
taro. In Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient
history, native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic food, medicine,
sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any
variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and
irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research
that does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods of protecting taro from land
& water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part of our island
community. We join mahi'ai (farmers) of Hawai'i in calling on all legislators to
protect Hawaii's unique culture and resources by passing a law to provide a 70
year moratorium on the genetic modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! MaJama Pono,



Name:
Organizations:
N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958 - 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- ,10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:
Organizations:
N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in H awai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

lVIalama Haloa! Mafrlma Pono,

I.



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro. .

MaZama HaZoa! MaZama Pono,



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

4--,,-y..)\~-Sig-nat-ure ~



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/sdentists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai Uarmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

(J Signature



Nanle:
Organizations:
Neighhorhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AB!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support thew year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai ifarmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AB!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

lYIalama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:
Organizations:
NeighborhoodjTownjZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama HaZoa! MaZama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! MaZama Pono,

--- Signature



Name:
Organizations:
N eighborhoodjTownjZipCode:
EmailjPhone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in H awai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:
Organizations:
N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hmpai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



NameU/l1/~~~-~ 9h' , /r/J 6
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8 - 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AB!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! 1\1alama Pono,



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone: o~.;l;.i._ i/'Y\.. ; '._"'-" ... ,.....

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

i lo ".~ J' ."'\ lt~. i ~ '\'.......'-) ; -;~- l :I .~<¥
Signature



N arne: ~t_i~t <..... k~~/, B C';;'Z5'~"" ~.__.P
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode: /U tX_LC<./?.t'r..t:... 7;/-r- c;r~7q...l

Email/Phone: 953&53 .).

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetie Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



., ,I" ). ( ,-Name: 'v &d it ),/,\)

Organizations: '
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
E 'J/Ph "1"malone: (", Ir,"'; ··..L

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
8B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

/
j

//'
Signature
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Name: 0ri ~v\ s,t"w~ro
..I' Ii; (IOrganizations: L"N\ t"<u)\i Q'tt..... i

N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone: J Ltg- '(W'S

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support thew year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for thew year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

JYlalama Haloa! MaZama Pono,

/1/iF/lil1/1';
OLJ6f/(J-6
Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! J'vIalama Pono,

Signature
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Name:!~TRlC.~. f=j l NL:N-'\~;~'\--l
Organizations: ,
N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode: \.Jww-
Email/Phone: 1

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai ifarmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

lYIalama,Hi116aTMalama Pono,
( 0,,\,

'.

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must supportsustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name: ~A-N4-- t()~Z;
Organizations: I! Jf / / ~ c7;
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode: f-I-~~ ;-rr (~7/7
Email/Phone: .J

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic .
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! 1\!Ialama Pono,

Signature



Name: ,5,.4".(,; ,,:'l// /7 l~;

Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone: 3";4; - '2. e ;7",/

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB9S8- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on alljorms ojgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsjarmers in Hawai'i have been caringjor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicjood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our electedofficials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ojour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Signature



Name: / / / / // ~ . /f '/?/J /
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
NeighborhoodjTownjZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively support farmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

,-,

"



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE!for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! MaZama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature
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TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species,

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,r..·;;:;?~ ~
i tfl /7A~ ~ /'/ V ./ ./ // '
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Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmers/scientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting of taro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawati taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our

. food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahtai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting '.AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

Signature



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 yearsfarmers in Hawai'i have been caringfor and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainablefarming &precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:
Organizations:
N eighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant of the people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety oftaro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:
Organizations:
Neighborhood/Town/ZipCode:
Email/Phone:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958-10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro-

Aloha Legislators,

We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on allforms ofgenetic
modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species.

For 1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have been caring for and protecting taro. In
Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people- it is our living culture and ancient history,
native nutrition and ecological tradition.

Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenicfood, medicine, sustainable
agriculture and industryfor Hawaii. Genetically modifying any variety of taro is
culturally disrespectful and also poses irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our
food, health, environment and economy.

We must support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that
does not expose the taro plant species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic engineering.
I ask that our elected officials actively supportfarmersjscientists in publicly accepted
and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from land & water issues and invasive
pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on all legislators to protect Hawaii's unique
culture and resources by voting 'AE! for the 10 year moratorium on the genetic
modification and patenting oftaro.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Neighborhood:

Town. Zip Code: {Nr0llt!1A #1 t1(07~ ~
PhonelEmail:~~10(11r

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition md
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food, medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety of taro is cultmally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable fimning & precautionary scientific march that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably Sacred and valuable pert ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (:farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yOUr fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloat Malama Pono,



Name: ~ ijI)~J :J11 ~ I~
Organizations:

Neighborhood: 1'<. ¥l1A IiI
Town, Zip Code: L,J lr'l ~'-t I' 7(, (;
PhonelEmail: -UlfCv fa 39 j

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- I0 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask: that you support the 10 year moratorimn on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is oW' living culture and ancient history, native nutrition :mel
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food, medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is culturally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to oW' food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable fimning & precautionary scientific xesearclt that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofoW' island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yoW' fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono.

------------------- ....•.•__._. ---



Organizations:

Neighborhood: K~hH1'U1, C1 ~-73 L

Town, Zip Code:

PhonelEmail: ~O~ - G&b' Dll0

TESTIMONY-IN SUPPORT
SB958- I0 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask. that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition m1
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
f~ medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is cultmally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to ourf~ health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific J:eSearCh that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mabi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yoUr fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono.



Name: P-~ l.u- f~~1A)

Organizations: e:;., Vbw--ee S'

Neighborhood: IefvWu-~ ~ ~

Town, Zip Code: r~l q61~ '2-.

PhonelEmail~ ~i.JA~ s-!-t,J? Iwf/M-ful~
TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask. that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification andpatenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the"most
varieties oftaro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition md
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food, medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is cultmally disrespectful and also poses
in'eversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable fiuming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support fannerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yoUr fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloal Malama Pono,

--- - ---------- -----------~-- - -- -



Name: ~ hV\ It, t-V vt &vt
Organimtions:.1 t;1\'f <1W-» if f 0 ~

,
Neighborhood: -.~ \

Town, Zip Code: 1-6v~t(,~ ~ b'1; d-

PhonelEmail:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties of taro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plantofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history, native nuttition md
ecological1radition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food, medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is cultumlly disrespectful and also poses
ineversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable fi:uming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmers/scientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and your fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,

-- ------ -----------------------------



Name:

Organizations: !~~~~~
Neighborhood: I~f/Ib~
Town, Zip Code: r;671 (
PhonelEmail:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- I0 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and. patenting ofthe 1aro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties of taro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living cultwe and ancient history, native nutrition 311d
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food, medicine, sustainable agricultwe and industry for Hawaii Genetically
modifying any variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support fimnerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawaiti in calling on you and yOUr fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique cultwe and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloal Malama Pono,

-- ..•...._---_ _---_._------------------_ _._- --



Organi7Jltions:

PIO i)rt-.

C,) il {~(//&t(
Town, Zip Code: v rr

PhonelEmai1: 2& ~ - 1'J( f

Neighborhood:

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958· I 0 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on alI forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant speci~For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history. native nutrition md
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique bypoallergenic
food, medicine. sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is cultmally disrespectful and also poses
ineversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support fimnerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island commWJity. We
join mabi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yoUr fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique cul1me and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloal MaJ.ama Pono.

----- -- - ------------------------



Name: V,~.\ 0. V\ ~ ~I (!.~ iO
Organi7Btions:

Neighborhood: th~,J~tt\ .
(" ~v V\,AI(A~(,," qC,16~

Town, Zip Code: ~~';'J "

PhonelEmail: :7'15 '.1'5(~

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask: that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of'
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years fanners in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition md
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique bypoallergenic
~ medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is culturally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable fanning & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mabi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yoUr fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloal Malama Pono,

-
1! ·7/j/y,~.-d· \t~

o



Organizations:

Neighborhood: IN t1 ; ItA KLL--

Town, Zip Code: VV~~\U\<J;\( ~&1q?J

PhonelEmail: Z4t I ~+

TESTIMONY· IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratoriwn on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition md
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
f~medicine,~le agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to ourf~ health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and your fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratoriwn on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloal Malama Pono,



Organi71ltions:

Neighborhood:

Town, Zip Code:

PhonelEmail:

v!CliLvKU ;Vjaui Cf0~3
244, DZ&2

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask: that you support the 10 year moratorium on all fODDS of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected 1hemost
varieties oftaro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant oftile people-
it is OlD' living culture and ancient history, native nutrition md
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food. medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety of taro is culturally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food. health. environment and
economy.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yoUr fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloal Malama Pono,

-



Neighborhood:

Town. Zip Code: C- t?1 h C\.. ('

PhonelEmail: L-f' ~ 0;

o
7cF7ces

- CJ 2. 2- '5--

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Momtorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe 1aro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 yeatS farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet. In Hawai'i 1aro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition md
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
f~ medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is culturally disrespectful and also poses
irreVet'Slole and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable fimning & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the 1aro species to the disIespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask: that the legislators actively support farmerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting 1aro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island comnnmity. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yoUr fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloal Malama Pono,

------------



Organizations:

Neighborhood:

Town, Zip Code:

PhonelEmail:

W A:t LOlt(O

CJ~)C))

2.l[;;--DZ j~

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask: that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition md
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food, medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is culturally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable farming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks of genetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support fimnerslscie:ntists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and your fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono,



Name:. ~r\ct \1~V\9
Organizations: ~ I .
Neighborhood: ·KcVtC!Ll ~ !

Town, Zip Code: ~l;7>d-.-

PhonelEmail:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history, native nutrition and
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food, medicine, sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is culturally disrespectful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to our food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable fimning & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yom fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloa! Malama Pono.

---------~--- ---- - ---



Name: )~~c,

Organi71ltions:

Neighborhood:

Town, Zip Code: ()J Ot.... I L Ie. v

PhonelEmail: Z L1 2 - (/ t/ .'),

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet. In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is oW' living culture and ancient history, native nutrition and
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food, medicine. sustainable agricultme and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is culturally disresped:ful and also poses
irreversible and irresponsible dangers to oW' food, health, environment and
economy.

I support sustainable fiuming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support farmerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incompambly sacred and valuable part ofoW' island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and yoUr fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique cultme and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Malama Haloal Malama Pono,



'. Name:
r

Organjzations:

Neighborhood: r-JoJOK.01{1( I{ Va I(cEkl

Town, Zip Code: fb7GI
PhonelEmail:

TESTIMONY- IN SUPPORT
SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification ofTaro

Aloha Legislators,
We write to ask: that you support the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting ofthe taro (kalo) plant species. For
1200 years farmers in Hawai'i have cared for and protected the most
varieties oftaro on the planet In Hawai'i taro is the plant ofthe people-
it is our living culture and ancient history. native nutrition md
ecological tradition. Taro provides a beloved and unique hypoallergenic
food. medicine. sustainable agriculture and industry for Hawaii. Genetically
modifying any variety oftaro is cul1urally disrespectful and also poses
ineversi'ble and irresponsible dangers to our food. health. environment and
economy.

I support sustainable fiuming & precautionary scientific research that does
not expose the taro species to the disrespect and risks ofgenetic
engineering. I ask that the legislators actively support fiumerslscientists
in publicly accepted and safely advanced methods ofprotecting taro from
land & water issues and invasive pests & diseases.

Taro is an incomparably sacred and valuable part ofour island community. We
join mahi'ai (farmers) ofHawai'i in calling on you and your fellow
legislators to protect all ofus and Hawaii's unique culture and resources
by passing a law to provide a 10 year moratorium on the genetic modification
and patenting ofall varieties ofthe taro plant species.

Mal~Haloal Malama Pono.

)
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Name:
Organization(s):
Neighborhood:
Town, Zip Code:
Phone/Email:

TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support 58958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kafo) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:

; ;-

i" 1-, ,- t--'f ~ -,..... --~': ..rv-~:{.. {tfS-. ~

Mafama Ha/oa! Malama Pono,

Name

"l-L' .~ _i~v!-~
I

Occupation Date

This testimony can be emailed to NaKahuOHaloa@gmaiLcom or mailed to:
KAHEA: The Hawaiian Environmental Alliance, Attn. KALO, P.O. Box 270112, Honolulu, HI 96827-0112

by March 6, 2008



Name:
Organization(s):
Neighborhood:
Town, Zip Code:
Phone/Email:

TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support 58958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (ka/o) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, rel·igion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support 58958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not· only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

SB958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support SB958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (ka/o) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support 56958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (ka/o) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support 58958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (ka/o) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'j have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

56958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support 56958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support 58958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (ka/o) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

5B958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support 5B958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kalo) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support 58958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (ka/o) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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Aloha Legislators,
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

58958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

I urge you to support 58958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (kala) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'i have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY: IN SUPPORT

S8958- 10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha Legislators,

I urge you to support S8958 and establish the 10 year moratorium on all forms of
genetic modification and patenting of the taro (ka/o) plant species.

For over a millennium, farmers in Hawai'j have successfully grown pure taro. Taro is a
hypoallergenic, nutritious, and easily digested food, a naturopathic, efficacious
medicine, and a sustainable, integrated component of Hawai'i's agrictulture.
Genetically mutating any variety of taro is not only culturally disrespectful to
Hawai'ian history, religion and society, but it also creates irreversible and
irresponsible manipulations of our food, health, environment and economy that will
have unforeseen local as well as global ramifications. It is in everyone's best interest
if you support the natural, public, safe, and conservative development taro in order to
best protect it from threats including pests, diseases, and global warming as well as
to preserve it for our future generations.

I support sustainable farming and diligent scientific research of the taro species as
opposed to the risky and unknowable outcomes of hastily applied genetic
engineering. Additionally, I support protecting taro because:
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo
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Street Address: \1 _?)~c\ \-+~.\e._~\~\~\.
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Phone: 55 :1- G:}.s()
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo
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Street Address: '-:tt 0 A',t\.iLkc !~Q ,

Town: Hi'lo
State: +11-
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Phone: Ccd;? -'1} ()-, 0 C~:·q')-

Email: ciov'le,l \Q..... @~(~LVt\..;;, 1Lc.1 ...,

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDl.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro,

Mahalo
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDl.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDl.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.
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I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro. ,

't L' , t· (' '",. J. <;C t ev,fj <:srsvV a. t,~VlVljl " ,/ 0t CP Y'foVC\ e. ""'>r';TI >;/ \ e·,

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name: L15 /;//"'

Organization:

Street Address: 5' AA~I'7""

Town: II'/o
I "7State: 11' :_.J,~

, ,-, 2 /JZip: q 6 I .' v

Phone: .' ",/) I rI- I It:? /'"/! / J/.S/ f/I/JY Mi,',
Email: jciA1 ?ert y

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varit:;ti,es of Taro in Hawaii, ~ot just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro. (~f rt/~ C7~'-e'/ 'f' J(:.rDr

" " > ,'. l,J.· , I. "1. .'4, ",,,,/'~ / .---",""-;:"t' ):)1.7'-" «"1 H"f} I r Vlr)/:' ,",,!, r ""// <,; "f· '

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name:

State:

Town:

Organization:

Street Address:

Lt°O
(1\ \ (\
(j ·fn 1-

'I i '\" LUl \i\ VI \ S'·t' 11 '/) 0 :;;
'J 1'" " J

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name: ,~,~~-) "-sL-S"~~;~

Organization:

Street Address: \<~Q:i

Town:

State: ~~,,-~~ \.

Zip: c,Cc:''''')A)

Phone: ~~~~~__c~~~_

Email: "~C,:s.~.

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 DD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)
\





Organization:

Street Address: Po(~O)( (I \ fir
Town: HIlit.>

State: HI

Zip: 9 b"7
Phone: G1 g'Z Gt '2. 0

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HD1.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

<::>/'/
~titure)





State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signatuf{;





Name: <;;\~\~~ \<<0'o\:'~ V\S
\

Organization: V"\- \ . - -hk )
Street Address: '<.0. \3 ~'f- lO 3' 1- C Mo....~'-. \ \.,JJCA.\ '" ~.s ~

Town: N~.-z..~\A..

State: ws::-
Zip: ~ ~ j"'l L-

Phone: ~~) 9'"2-~ - ~2q \

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name:

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





-Ii l I:J I i-(
( j(.",tC 'l( '- . It\ j)j1

I

Name: k A ~<£-.
Organization:

Street Address: Ut( () let'! t\ ~-{.

Town: )-{( t c>

.

)-( -'State: ,}

Zip: q 6(/1 ) 0

Phone: !JC) J - C;·1 6- 6'0 6[;
Email: -&;-e{.u(fEDhltvi.1i . P,/.'-t

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.





Name: CCL55Qfldrc\" ~{err)OnJ,
Organization: YOJl (LI r1o~1

. . {r' I
Street Ad~ress: /20 fi<uPYj

Town: f-Jllo
State: r~ {
Zl'p' 0;.:"/("")(')

. .[t:J / (~~--

Ph ~~,one: ~J!F.;;~-

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name: LH·<-\......... C;)k",

Organization:

Street Address: 1''::, '6 t'V\ L ; ), , ·s+.

Town· Ii-"• r\\ \'0

State: tI '

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDl.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name:

Organization:

Street Address:

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name: .t~0V\
Organization:

Street Address:

Town: II} I\i\7Jlvv

State: vrJ
Zip: i(:n~d

,\

67 vt#lv'1

UtH-~\ 'Ie
'j r hi V';:;- \./ (~~( 'P i II!','F'''''..!/\

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name: /~(rt ILtLFCt rAt2IJ.l'D/J,A.2

Orga~ization: til::')/} {!tl~,6-'~ tr){.·t.ii .<::.-CCi;/C'C,(;.(." /. jj4i-b'ttl//-r;lN!· ,,3J?L/fiL1!:'UP
Sr;~A~~~~c&tul1~;tlu. dG11'I,JV)/<:ti<; jJtl/d?!- ( cllJuz.l1 !JzuC~fLC_f 6)

Ji"-3,t)'/3
Town: Pc<--At-tiv

State: /Jt"
Z· (/" / 7/)Ip: . t; I

Phone: 8"- 76 ),

Email: ff)a ••./?.l/,)"eA. t"'?(,'/ (0 Yl7

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDt

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Street Address: lei,

Name:

Organization:

.~ '~~~0V"J'-t':U'-
( i lIv'\. r

II -14 l l()
I\.i '"

~c:l- 4",-k~ \) tFL

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name:

Organization:

Street Address:

Town: Il/iU\n uv#,

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

-{

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name: Kfl\e/\ ltlU

Organization: G(t\-t..t'i...\,

Street Address: Ci /- 2~Dlc \\lto~i tU st·
Town: \~eo£\"v

State: ~~\

Zip: tlte:t-y:I\

Phone: ;sD\(' cfiO· \D tii

Email: L(\.u~~~) YVtU){ltA ettL)

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name:

Organization: C ,-(/;z.£,J0

Street Address:
f '1\

f./t.Llj.\ () "",

State: HI

Zip: Qb7t.iO

Phone:
T .. D c08 t!j(fAAf/Oo.Email: "i1I..STt!',)t .- ..-U

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958HDl

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name: An~Q\\CG\ ~\Q\<Q\((,\U
Organization: 0\\N\\
Street Address: \00 ~COn(\\)(:01g·

Town: \\\\~

State: \\~~,C\\\
Zip: qCol7iJ
Phone=(e~tv?j?f!J ~ q4{lb ~\. ,V\

Email: ~lW,Q(\\G\nl--\\02 €:ji~C\ nlV

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Narne:1v1CXJt)V\~~. S(AliI G\ Vl
Organization: l;\\2O'
Street Address: 0f a/Ora 4 U\ft(;LO}

Town: \+1\ D
State: \t'
Zip: gUldJJ
Phone: 07Jl oWl
Email: MY(Al1~~~\VM\.eO\A

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Organization:

Street Address:-S1 ~ Iu-~ b~{(u/(

Town: (~Lo

State:w-~

Zip: ct~1;)-0

Phone: CJ'J ~?(.:-) ./
- ) c») /) (7

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDl.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Street Address:

Organization:

_';;- T,

/7/tttlA-Til

t(f/ IfJ.
/680 A

!-I/LO

7i/

967''2 0

(-1?-6;'0. ') ,65J?-(c - 0 7 U')?
.- 1..." / ? I' r, "

I \Ii" - #~ /\1--;'" ',,' /
I (Iii t'\ C{ I / / '--~ )!c't.1t ('Tc~i .

Email:

Zip:

Phone:

State:

Name:

Town:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

d}cr1c. 0)10i;~
(Signature)





Name: KClitti n ~ ~rO(1r

Organization: \J hhi lO

Street Address: bw I l' i ~Q \0\ lOCi &t·

Town: Hi \0

State: 110lf\\Qi i

Zip: 9Ul1J a
Phone: QO~~9~q~Oo\~

Email: \<.ac~roa.G?~Gr.l.~c\\\ ed\.t

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name: ('I

Organization: V\i\ i...y&QV"'-

Street Address: j.-h \ 0 I ~\J \ (1 (Cl/<;;,L(~)

Town: .

State:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDl.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name:

State:

Zip:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(
\

'-.....





Name:

Organization:

Street Address:

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name:.~!Q(e~ M£!\a,-<--
OrgamzatlOn: \J
Street Address:3(l mClvv1i,v k)J ')'r
Town: J1//l CJ
State: +fl
Zip: fl7cX)
Phone: 0~q~)(S5,- ~s I(J
Email:-<---, .f ;;.-\ (~ '\

~) I'ClCC. --f-i:...~- 'CJ rVb \ I OJ V'- ·· .

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

...~..





Organization: t::;>"

Street Address:

Town: C' i fc/Aj/I>'--

State: r/):

Zip: l'(;? t'" ,2 <'1

Phone: 3 c:~. 7-0:; 1:/;.2 Lj

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDl.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name: llAC/n'(/-- NCiUv 0JCnttf5

Organization: C,"H2·ef'l

Street Address: {g. ~·7t.j.2 411c!-&fOlo til

Town: l:<",h(}CI

State: ///

Phone: 8:=>3 E;Gn7

Email: frJra @ /7Ct //liCit I -e-dL/

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name:

Organization:

Street Address:

Town: L-'U

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email: 1/

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name: R) C1 If) Pe+e rs
Organization: IIHIt
Street Address:

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

\-1 \1 0
\ \

t:i\H\ I

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

I I
I /
\ !.../





Name: '

Organization:

Street Address:

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email: iI

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name:

Organization:

Street Address:

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name:

Organization:

Street Address:

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name: D~Ir""'~ ~\'Jf
Organization:

Street Address: ~{~', box till
Town: ~/'r·4i4J" V~
State: ~ I
Zip: I C:s7 , \
Phone:

Email: dA~~~~~H(, (6V'","

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name:

Organization:

Street Address:

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Street Address:

Town: .. \

State: .~

Zip:

Phone: i\, '

Email: _,,--

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signature)





Name:DoE7Ne'f cSdr:o
Organization:

Street Address: 1'1----S/2\,:S ·+1-a J-cPU L·u Lf/'
Town:i<V-12+ 16i~v VY1\)
State:--HC1VV{i I ,

Zip: q{p 7(j7{j"

Phone: Y!lJf33qS·- 72,C;?;;

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name: ~:X\jc,- Cs-;; \- r-E:-n

Organization: VV\ "-\SC. \£~

Street Address: 1,,\\ \. c \ IA \ .::1 ({rl:).C~l

Town:

State:

Zip:

Phone: c1 (j -- 'I: _s-'--cC3

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDl.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

/!
.'

;--_.-

"_.,<-~,,..-' .

(SignatureJ
(,





~ A'Name: ,.,J 1~ .,b~;-tl V'J )

Organization:.. ..... .' . ,rl
Street Add~ess: ,}1 - '30/(1 He\:~~ I

Town: ()\, ~\ (~. Cl( t\~~ IS~

State: r-' \
Zip: 9' 166

Phone: Cl bb .~ '1 £2 7-
Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 DD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDt.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

(Signatt!

I /
\/





Organization:

Street Address: V j, ) I k-
I "/..' .".-j, I,{

T "';,own: rd/'L) [, ..~.

State: r"
~·t·- -

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name: . 5a(eA M{l\a'~

Organization: iJ
Street Address: :-ff rV\Clu 1"l{0 leY). ) t
Town: J1~,l CJ
State: '\ [T

11~

Zip: r'leN
Phone: (~d:S)r-S5" ('S'/ (J

Email: --~ . -, r '\
~) f0<:L-.Je \-:J (Y\j i i 0:) 1/'--'-.-,"

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958HDl

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HDl, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name: {1l.-"5C'I/ [/UV4>L} c>i1.,t5!( c:-- /4c'-? L/ /'2/

Organization: c;!.-/' ~L,. ':?e. /-/

State: /-I..i'

Z.'p' tit!' /: 7, '7, ,t(• ,K/ ( ,,~

Phone' ) / '7- /' £/" :2 Lf
(I .~) (C.>,I tC,') v /

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDl.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

'-

,/~~;;~/,//~-?~/~~~~~:---
L.--/'~~.?£~~/Z;~ft'<::.~~~

(Signature)





Name: !t1011:er- Nct-r?j ItgCnt{!'--s

Organization: Cr't72eJ'1

Street Address: I@- d'742 Ahcl-e'fOlc 01.

Town: l'.(7h(}CI

State: III

Zip: q(f77;1

Phone: 1:;,-:>3, fjr:;'7

Email: /Y)ro @ /7Cfl/l/et/1 <::dLf

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Organization: 0Ik\~vj\.
r U

Street Address: it-A- ~:\\\c'_ -;\e \~.
I) \)

T l1'own: -, \,1, -,"'
1,!/~ -L-/'

State: -!-h.

Zip: 9 j' -7''J tr"\'Jp, ~~

Phone:q.....(; 'if'7

/
" "-'#'V',rJWf,p f,~,\ _ ...... ..-.

Email: i7V 'Oo?U T'y ta_J/fA--'V ,~v/:-.

J

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo





Name: n(~ (~V)

Organization:

Petf rs
lAM Ji:

Town: \-1 \\ 0

State:

Zip:

\\\ 0'\(--) 1 '\
',-I- i. 1",/ L- C;
) l' \ v

Phone:

Email: p{\f{~r ~~~u u.-- \'" pLJ
f

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDI.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

! j

j f
;;
i,l

/ ........--,
I /

y

(Signatu~e )
\ /
',./

jI

/;
' ;1J j i
/ f f ~.
.~/ I 1_.__-..

! ! - /~

/ L_,~/--





Organization:

Street Address:

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF
SB958 HDI

Aloha Legislators,

I support bill SB958 HD1, which calls for a 10 Year Moratorium on
developing, testing, propagating, cultivating growing, and raising
Genetically Engineered Taro in Hawaii.

I ask that you support and pass, SB958 HDt.

I hope that you will help us protect ALL varieties of Taro in Hawaii, not just
the many Hawaiian varieties of Taro.

Mahalo

/

--/ •...

(Signature)





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Name j;flfj S{iJ..k' b('~p:i _
Organization!Affiliations

Aloha,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in the state. I '

(00 G hIlo. L e~V-<- d-





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Name tv';~ vt1~c..'--t.G;,.L....:-..l-:\q::::::J....Lool'.~~J-----------

Organization/Affiliations

Address r1-(.3 ADJt4', 5+'
Pu~.'. J H:--C ct6 rb I:,

Aloha,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in the state.





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

NameLtAa.

Org~zationJAff\l~ations L, /\ I ~C
~uHY)d'i DV\~ t-V\ V l(A_n_M _

Address~ \=?O 2s:r-f ~
__;og;~hR~ M\ ~\.O=Hlf

Aloha,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in the state.





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Address lD~J-L te~,,",,~ \2J-
~) B£~q-i.---=b:::.....'7~Y:~(p==-- _

Aloha,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered

taro in the state. _ er; --J ...............





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
1Od'lear Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Name--'-\._.L-£_{_C/_i_!-_¥-~_tx_rn_~_._I_c.e...-y _

Organization!Affiliations

Aloha,
I strongly support a 1O~Year Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in the state.





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Organization!Affiliations
c;;1/jO Ehe Yr"~/

Aloha,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in the state.





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Name.~~~__-.L---l.--L-=O_/-=::...-S__--T---t-_-J.£-_~_·_1(_

Aloha,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising g icallyengineered
taro in the state. II/





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Name._~_'-_a-=--"_k_~-=-----..!....- _
Organization/Affiliations -J- . .If _ _
}{gtLLW~lLvf£~~~%~

..l l(j;.&pG 1/

Aloha,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in the state.

r cdL'1?<4,
~~

?'~ - §. I+U/





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Name~S\\~J2~~~K~·0---=0_\ _

Organization!A(filia~ions . ~ )
'M.a1Q..li1 t \ '~l "1>~ l_ Qta..., _

Aloha,
I stron",ly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered

taro in the state. ~ lb~~~

\?lA¢u: tJ -tv~*---t\~

~i~~~ t:r"-~
~~.. f~ ~ . f~





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Aloha,
I strong!y support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in the st.a,.u......---_





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Organization/Affiliations

Address 1/]-/ f,'c e-
_--"7=:.....;/'--1·n~",~"~';.......------------------

Aloha,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in the state.





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Or.&anizationlAffiliatio~s \
LP-~~~o-~ 17~~

Address EO. POI' r;J71

Aloha,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically engineered
taro in the state. -Lo-<-o s~v~ be- ~~>r Gu C) ()

\ \. ~ ~(1e:-'€..- .

We.- ~ 0fc:::.--"'. McC'c- L-<D--(.~ ~o, ou,
~\o~ ~~~~\





TESTIMONY

IN SUPPORT ofSB958 SDI HDI
10 Year Moratorium on the Genetic Modification of Taro

Address
--------7F-------:~'_"7"i'_;:___:::"';;:___:___:__r_----

/

Aloha,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing, testing,

propagating, cultiva2ig~ grow~n,g,rIJ-d raising geneti,caJlyfinginnere~~
tarointhestate.J) (J.-\'-7_~t;a ~~~~

AI '. ~iJ.-~~'j)' . c:czl;{Y~ 'J-CJ?~
f~ ~ ft'~DM/- ~, ~~~:.:e~

7/t}?~~;;J;;crt/ rf . ~,





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of Moratorium

Zip _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name~blu ,u bt~~6 In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HD1 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Town--------------------

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

/ ',/1/...





Re: SB95800i 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name ~v, VII'vV\ t;cL In Favor of Moratorium

Organiza IOn!Affiliations

Neighborhood --------;. _

KE]\i\u

H(~R- I

Town -------1...---=:.=-......-/--'-'---='-----------+--------

Address
----'-L-...:"'"""-I--=----I.------<-==-=----'--=-------ir-----=-------

Zip

/

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratoripm on developing,

testm,',g, propaga~ing, cultivating, gr,oWiIJf' 1n~_raising genetically, (
~ng~~~red t~o In the sta~e, ;. /~--!Jv-./l. ,tt' tlJ.M~-tl-Pli]4tRjJPti> ttuz /~V~. .rVV1 jt1-f2.y- ( C!e_):1 / I

Mah~lo n )};) 7 I
! ' . '

~ (Jur / . 1/ I





In Favor ofMoratorium

Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

c._
"-'

"'~. .!J // ./

Name )~~~

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood _
~~"-~

Town /c:dI~
1

Address I? j}(!k- q77

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

MahalQ

~~





Re: SB958 HDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Town ff\koA

Aloha Legislators,
. I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

MahalO

a





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Address
-~-t=~--=-.=p..r-r-t">"""'-=-=:=:::"~---------

Town
-----'--"~~b"="....--------------

Neighborhood __~-L-:...----'~~ _

~~b'-=
17,0 . ~. _~3.23

ZiP__tb_l_o ---f.-'1L;=-~~·?:)z;~n;_· _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

~~ ~
)

~





Re: SB958 lIDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood __'~_Iv--,\,-,-V\--,-.VT _

Town ~ CIA if vT oJ (\-

Address 'to O· '2> 1) 1-: t L S-cr
----EA· ~o £A-. \--\. ,
Zip 9.L-'''''''-'-:.7--=......7=-g ~ _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

()





Re: SB958 lIDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood !-Iaw;;/Ct~ 8ec'e',c:h
Town ~/ftaEA..-.-

Address ,cg: 110V- / q I f?:t,ltoOL !dr."

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HD1 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name P.0 C0y.. 9-c ._- 0/c "'/ In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood f/ (~ tv (.''\. I ( j'? t" l-. ~ i II r-€. <),
Town Pc.'! J, 0 c,

51-Address I:; -- d-- 7 7 J
-~--=---=---=---=--..:-_----------.:..._----Pc,. l ~(',- Ii I ~'

zip -I9'-'1b.,k-.--,'7_7...L...-.4.'-~1--, _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

;e4~-~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood ---::..;..-.:::....:""""'---4-...:........:.."'---~"--'=------

r
Town tC~_A 0"\:-\.8 iz:c~J(\J

Address

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

'\

Name 'fu\)Oln;, ('""') \"Y, X'\'D~1v1 ,-.J( In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name ~\.h\l\'j Unq~\\j _

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor of Moratorium

Neighborhood _

Town ·~q\\UK\l

Address *\'J M\in\~q\ Dl. i \~Q\\~\\i\, "\~

Zip~=-1) _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Organization!Af :\liatio~s ,--:'
1 ftl,j.l'(.IA..A 1'S \~p

In Favor of Moratorium

Neighborhood 0 r (tLl..L1I(=.;.)J=--"'..:-,A_J:.-- _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name ~,/;/ J (~::J~~:l :~~J~ In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations
C2\"-&-~ \ c-. ':::01~E::-\f-z.-

Neighborhood LJ2:::::1 ~,J..J ,

Town rp~ 0_",1\
Z/~,/ =

Address 70 \0"'2-·1-

Zip C) (o"Jl Z;2

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

~-----ett.===~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

o .

'\ .
Name ~CVY\JV S1".>.l1.u........Q/"----- _

Organization!Affiliations
{)\[/}\eid\;1 c.. ~ (' i.\j~:WJNi\)0'U-J

Neighborhood H1YY® MJA.....

Address
_----!~-----::~'-'-'--~-~~~--:....:.=...::..:=--------

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahala





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood _+_-~--=->-(~--,,-,,-,,--,,-,'~A.. _

Address-1. () b-D2<) j (3 +-\ \ .

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

I '





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name i___-l--__'-- _

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor of Moratorium

Neighborhood _k'fti ~'1 i<t

Address /1 (' 1< 1 (~{:( if ()II

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name£j. z-,. he+hD1A CILl [1
Organization!Affiliations

In Favor ofMoratorium

Neighborhood P-,-"l.,{",-"V\'-\.-.-V'Q~/ _

Town Pa00 61,

Address B. «J eo 60 x 3q 55

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Zip c\--"(i,-,~-,-l...:..'-"'Z'-- _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo ,
/l J'/ 'I

11 \" .
i

p
'I lIe/fit 1h' /fY;-

! !





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name /<>7/,/// I <F c::.j07))' (t c.) /5" J!f!'"CS In Favor ofMoratorium,.

Organization!Affiliatjons
(~c.)1./5t.( /1 J~tL_, // I~-Izl I~, /(/1,.:171/ ;

,~ /
Neighborhood '/)1-;t21/1,!/ '-7; ('/f

Town --;~l/{[) j\
f

Address /?O IJ6 1- I i 2. :<
(167" >....-
( <)

Zip _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 IIDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

Name (' I-{.£\V2 I 1; <~; In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood _

Town----------------------

Addressf? () \ \D6 i
~\ \ \...-D \'y

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations
Corvv~(/r)/\.e/~·/

Neighborhood ~7b'i~~

Town .k!t.;{/{,/i>5~
•

Address /b -1c.f~~2 IC:!2~r--~ YnLZ6U; /IUllvC RoJ
I<:"A.A.-~(~ ~~,'U

Zip ?/~~ z @ C)
,"--1A-'(L-> ?('j8 6831 HIL6 I-il ~76?2 6

./ /

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo /

'7~v{~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

Name ~eb\ r(l ~<L(G..hl-L1L<... In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations ~---t1 ctKU-R [~a VYv~vs. Ass ()<U--tL,:{( \S0

Neighborhood _f.l.-!~\J.~"C~/L~-J~- _

Town rcLh.o eu I-nLLd(LLC'

Address [C;'- (p S".. ~ KCltULtC~t' ~ \lJ'---V
P~J'LC c0 lA-cLue) (j..JCA....'

Zip 00;'(( ~

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

iJ~\MJtcl'L





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood --::..c...£-Y-!-"/'--,P:..--·· _

Town---------------------
Address---------------------

Zip q6 7 CtCf

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organizat=W~

Neighborhood~_P_P _
\

Town _)Cr A- \ -fr U

Address IS- - IYl rIC; /YJ st-
Zip 9--->...ft7-+-'1-'Cf~"2,---" _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

~)
/ /'





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

(-)
$. . . C-">"-":J

Nam~:=N;ty'Ctl) 't Cl.--l'JL./ In Favor of Moratorium
.j

Organization!Affiliations
( , "<S' ~J.C)v L U )'1:\e...-~ . ._ r~

\( elQ)lXJ£,t C) II a<,.L e..JJ.,L-t.---J --+-00 tr") d C-k >f.. l P'J ) +-,(...J(\C~

II _ /. "":")."Neighborhood lLJZ)0:.e...J. \ () \'\~ W e:-~ ~ t
~ I

Town \ L:::cL~aA-,L'OcJ;. a<)

Address ?/";( \.=\-....eci
.\)Q t/LC)Clx-> j:!-=--'\~--'-- _

Zip CJ (e:?3"~

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood Orc1ld1ond

Town---------------------

Address r ().l?D\( 13~4
--HI [0 I '+1 6l\,Jc,tl {

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name fV\. (. h-'Ie' 0C)('\ Jr,... ~r·

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor of Moratorium

Neighborhood _.......:.A--"t-.:<_'r"I_c,-..:....t........,_0......0(1 _

Town-----------

Address I b~z 1.(21. A1,,,,, 10<; Dr') /til-J 6"x 81 t.;"/ g

P£; h v ('t;, f+ ;

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo, ,/)~/7' (/'
0/f~~,~."". .e~,...,/~",' J"~'//te . L. c, ~'" ,d'

.. . ,< '.----





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name meq,u<I 0 I ).)e,' I \
LJ

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor ofMoratorium

Neighborhood _'1!...-I-l_F_·_P _

Town }1eC1..l)..v\

Address 6eY1em I

Zip fG?V?

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name ~ pi' \ L~t\"~~j

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor of Moratorium

Neighborhood ~ _

Town ....--::-..::...:.::-_------------------

Address Pc 'r:, (: X Ilk S 1

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a I0 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood --'--"-'-...:-:....:'----"---'---f----'-.::....--...::.....:....--'-f---------

Town ____...:.....-0-.1<:.-.::.--1- _

Address___~ ~__4__ __=__ _

Zip (/4/ 77 S

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HD1 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name "D'.1\. \ i.' ',~\c: r\2 '''""T-.~r-,
~.:>,'l.;.L v'e~\ ,-_....'

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor ofMoratorium

Town =n-\tJC)A,

Address '?0 "Y-:;C">y:.: COCo q.
"VA\-k,)/~ \.\ \

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations
O//ri.1A?V/'C UMVS';1;~

Neighborhood _P;~~__',,~__, /...:..,__IJ_--",A::-.,'__r i_f f'V;_A_,~_/::::~;,;,::::~__,,<'- .:::...A__~_"__fi- _

Town M..."o4-

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

Name :U;,p,-R/ (44h/*'£)4
Organization!Affiliations

CON <(.4IJ;JbR...

In Favor of Moratorium

Neighborhood _--1e,--,J..¥-,1~/.=r-/c"",,-2-,-/..-,--1 _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

f/ ;!:C::~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

OrganizationlAffiliations

Neighborhood IttljtYll)!/ Jll

Town--------------------
tllJ.-;tift! ¥;4);p;J ~[f

ttl$?1:1~;I/I ij~W7'
Address

--;,-,,---::--:-c~-~:---_:__------------

Zip _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

MahalO~t





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood _

Town L;Jf4(/pct,Il/~_ I IJ,t'
I

Address (:1<1),-"" /0 lflJ 1~t':tttt)ltJ -:rr--
~i#t~"-- 7f7

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name [ctther-Inc. CLrQ..e V In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

,-;) , -:>/ r,

Neighborhood ---f.-t..l:::I.dA...L.!-...1d.IL..-!.-)_I~Ci"--.1~·-(;::......./~~G:.2-l..:...>./.£..c~~/,:..---=l~t'::'-'{...L."..::=l...",,-j _

Town Kf OCl(i ~

i5", JCj3Z. fi J{)~ .
fi{l Q a cl j 11CUJJeLL?

Address
---:.,.-:r-----=-----r-------~--------

zip -LCf.u:...lu..L.7-LI.f--,qt-- _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

C~< r2?t-~





Re: SB958 HD1 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name ~11 ~1 (1 J){Qnie
(

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor ofMoratorium

Town
--~-----------------

Address__-'---=--_~-->-I-JL.-'>--_--:-':=---":'--- _

Zip q-+---:&:s:.-.·-L-7~>l...l...L<6 _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HD1 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

-
Name Dod~ Qtl'hu-w

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor ofMoratorium

Neighborhood J---=rU-,-,~-=-ltitw~'"_~,_o/i_t' _
rp ,-,.{) \

Town -+_L9I_'t;.n_'_u _

Address . rl \(1 1

}J

Zip_----"-t--""---'--c.....v- .

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of Moratorium

Neighborhood -K~i i\~~\ 1<.. ...4.-

Address '"t'. (), ~ D'\( 3 0 J

'YIJ. -i-l-o CL, 1+--] c( ',T '7 ",,-'r

Zip fto,7 r

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name _,,_(f;_O_'=----Vl_CJ_:'-_'_1(_p_e_~_~ _

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood !If/) f)~ct: Idler"" f

Town II f c-.' 1/ U

In Favor ofMoratorium

(J /) /' /) ,JI/'
Address V U 05 v I I 0 ~ ; f//}--fff) A f/ q677S'

----------------=---,.-----

Zip ?,l77 f

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 lID1 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name \~~ \\\A \ ~ V\ ~ V'l i

Organization/Affiliations

In Favor of Moratorium

Town
---4-'-~-'::::"-"'--------------

Address--..::...-.;:>-.-----'---'---'-----4-=-'--fj-----"--=-------

Zip q0J l-..:..~b~ _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 lIDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

A / l . ./
Name 1)/ Ie IlCt9. I 1__C-",=,---,-l_/t1A-_{--"~,,,-/__

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor ofMoratorium

Neighborhood _

Town J),(o

Address 106 -3 ~ILt~L

Zip qr;? i()

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood {-fA tVn (/!;-fr< ('/!><5

Town ft-~A tiP-

Address I ~--2C. 7 ~ (J if 0 S--J -

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

~Ji:~ '-/7lL,;' e~~,-





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood 'Pe;e; '1 0rA-. -- "~'[t<Qako ReO--+--i ~~U~~_---L-"'-':-=:'-----'----

Town-3~~it~'_a~'6L--:='=-- _

Address~Q I 12P-X=' -l9,-'
PalL:& a, '{fr.1:412 a'~k( .

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

~~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Organization!Affiliations

Zip q!r 7"7 8"

In Favor ofMoratorium

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo
~ i~ ~

~_/~~~~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

\/ (7Town
_---!.._~~-----------------

f\ 1\

Address V, c ' ¥jCi~,

\) eV j() l\, /} +,/'J \

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 lID1 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood --4'd-ohc rLf'cJ>"Y{ t:: c;:J-e,Ad?

Town &12oA'

Addresea SOl::': /! :; c;
tZ~MI1 j-/(:

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

In Favor of Moratorium

,Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood _~(±-!...1 ~L/t.~;i _

Town iJ1 Ldi

c!Address 0=+---,,-_,_L_),i'_i' _

Zip (,1~!1lD

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Organization!Affiliations
"'""---'

Neighborhood t>.>S Q j '/(-:x ('l ~ <? :5 -Ioc k-~-.
/-J

Town ,0 -LA-I? a~

r;)
( . (J, (ax 12 0 t:1.

Zip ----'CY----=:..(o_,--'-7"--:..7_t _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 liDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of Moratorium

Or

i)~ 3 f'11 /1
Neighborhoo~ --1----Uit-P\->---------------

Town
-~l>'--tf-'~~-_r_~~'_b_jf_-'-"'-"~""---------

~\
/ \

/

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Organization!Affiliations
'~47~@' C/P b()/u~!/

Town----------------------

Address PC)",6~ 77C-
F/i/:h/Ji / /-r: £16 7 7'L'

Zip _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations ~ (~ ,
,~ I; v ~S C" 'V, \0 "l-. L\! fc't (

Address

Zip c-'.J...:I·,,"'-'']_1L..1.,~J-· _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo . 'l \. I, I'. . \ \! (t'\.. . ! \

" "f' ."t·, .'J '--\t.,..'\ t. , ... '.1;(O<\\<t- ,) Lv I U\L'(') V-J, tI;\)L.( -\ .\ AI I





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affili'\tion~
~) {-e- VVtt ~Ir

Neighborhood VZ; {c~~

Town---------------------

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

j;[,~1J--.:z-,)..;<:





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

L ' i)
Name I <.5' " 1\ 0 m e-r() In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations
fie s l c /) A" tJ{ Ice f-o ,-In (Jaffo0 (.hqp fer LeqJel~

I

1 . ,

Neighborhood 9kn tv00 j

Town Moun! qln t/c w /1 /
!

Address 7? 0" 25D1' 7/ /,5-;-1 ~.]
/fda Ii Off;! ()1 j/j 'f4AI i if /. )

ZIp 91277/

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo
./"}

!Cc.(j/Cv





Re: SB958 lIDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Organization!Affiliations

r L I I
Neighborhood tJrJ'- C( ,{) LA [1...._-

Town !~~

In Favor of Moratorium

Address_----L-;,q.-'--__--=~'--- _

zip ....-:.1_-6-'--7-'--'~7_y_' _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood _O_'\)--\f_\_l'_~t_~_". _
{J

Town twkot\
Address {~ '~7 .~

Zip 01p..k;l-I'l--,'Jc--0_' _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo (





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

J

Name~l"L~~r& 'De.nho\M

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor of Moratorium

Neighborhood

Town \Zo...-\ yv\ IJ ,I \Zo...\iA P<'XD C(..

Address 'PObox 5') 5" \ 'j)~V\o CA.-

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

, '\ i"
Name <t,no\.-i

/
Organization!Affiliations '-
--KN OW \{ t>J fr__ m\Ylk.-(is

In Favor ofMoratorium

Neighborhood J---l~mlA - fV\o~no\.- h~~.-...1 s-

'V'Town \ Ol.l(\;)Q-
\

Address 'To (Su'f... ':) i?

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations 1
( " '. 'J
, \rl·{/ ') tJ j"iA/c[ ~;/"-'''''

Neighborhood ( '<!AJrbl-1Z--

Town ? A-,--/-~/c_7It_'> ---,..- _

Address 7 .013 0)( / S7_/eJ
Zip Cj[(7)2"'?-

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Ii





Re: SB958 HDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Neighborhood _

Town ---I---'------';t-----'---------------

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

J/h





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name S C 60-- lrt([. L 4"-I .....

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood 1:>.~/{,4<:2A

In Favor of Moratorium

Town---------------------

Address ,,~~:~r:t:!!!irt / O~) /:c::.;1Ld!?A-u4 Sr
lir L- 0 tlf 2, 7 Z D

Zip _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor of Moratorium

Address

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

~J1j rr

, .. .. ~

JLJ~J·





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood _

Town /ll/i)

Address---------------------
Zip_--t-C-..:,>f:!-';-L~'-:::J=..')=':_' _/ c( e .c··c·

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name ---------'------'---

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor ofMoratorium

Neighborhood _

Address 3'/ L, ~.~,/; I. ~-j

ell;" '} J f-'Zip_--l-'.-..:.ll---:-(-",-1,:1':-_.-_....:::-lI../_' _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name~ A- t\iJ& In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations
lcYJA-K\AV\ :r;Ai?~\LS Yl)Pr:fL~T

NeighborhoodQp~h ~ 'vA-o/ +<A:YV\~ \I\
Town---------

Address "70 -Bo 'i 5~J7
___'::B_'J--:.:AL...l.-+r\+.:U~-'-,-A-'--+-----l.l-+_;· _
Zip C]L}"1'73

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations
MA\,~ u.-. FV)·q~\?J.s v\t\¥:r ()R 'l,do r

Neighborhood 0 (J~ t,; \<Ao 'H-~'V)fr
I

Town--------------------

Addressr() ;?z9:X' S~ .:;-
PM10A \.\ \ <:::, ~i":]f1

Zip ~ _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state. ~: ~

"~~o;1d~ I J SL'-[',0l-l;t?- VV\D1C\lt:-UU~1L (~alf
(; tMu ck\)I{'bpvvtiG~rr/-for \-\IJy~()CtA.{ I S )~1N~ ~~

-....u>~ ~l~'t~ IMahalo I" . ./ ,

/) ,(I

f~£j)/6{~





Re: SB958 lIDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations
_\\A~YU\\!F-f\y\f\E·12,s. f\~·()C~ at'\ l¥"\

Neighborhood tV\f\(\Alq Y~vW' L.~\.:(

TownThhb(7\

Address ~9,\) -~)OK \2,f:, 4-
PVfhuq·11\,-- _

Zip CHoJJ~B-------------

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HD1 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name ..........c:..._--'- _

Organization!Affiliations
/1./1CL/<' Lt "Lj

Zip ftY? 7 F'

In Favor ofMoratorium

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

I ;. ," ~ I\, i" '';Name Vl{ I' 1C L In Favor of Moratorium

Organizati n/.,ffiliatio9S, , .'
U, jLLU va vlflt\$!.Jr~

Neighborhood --1-·......j-->-1·( ......l=..:lL:::.-'"""'-(l=-t::;....;;L"-"'C_(-'-t/\...:....-._\~)2_((_" ,--"cC=:....--J_::_(;L_",C-=S _

Town _fttJtO["- t~ cu o..,~: i \

" '/1'\\ \. /' V
Address 11;. LoS' 3 f\C{ hi;'. ~/dL
__taho(£/ kt~'{J-.·t-....---')O""'"'--A.-{-:../ _

Zip tl-""'c:''--l.11--->t-..:...V _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahala

{~lua~£~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

Nan:e~ \<'bt::J18 U.......=tJ..............·8 __

Organization/Affiliations

In Favor of Moratorium

Neighborhood 1?\MJ~\\I\\J ~~Ct\~S

Town1~\-,-,-\1~6l\H-- _

Address 15- (jJ(P D tlllLI\~~-,--,--(\\",--~--,-~_.~_/\,)_. _

Zip Cfl(1J.-v<?-' _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 lIDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations \
hLU'V\ C1 Y\. .be i(\5) lmethe_ ('

Neighborhood N0(\\ forM 1\(1
Town £0.\1\00-
Address

--'::;:-;------'--~~--=-----------

p~o. 80;< ~-,~);)
----fh-boo) H,--~='-------------
Zip CfCe '77 8

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

N . hb h d \"\D \/[~ i. ~Jelg or 00 ......J ' c~'- \) \ , J'-/

Town PoJ)'-\.3"-c''---

In Favor of Moratorium

CrC9<)-- )" \ ,-7

(~!

C-= s,.-'+ c\...-t -e ~

Zip Cj ~11 g

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB95800i 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name WI I,TI k \/\./ 5 c. () 'n In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations
() /~ c· A r (I C. S iJ S. 7 II ill f pq g, L c;;- F A- tZ (VI t:' JI2.

Neighborhood __Iz-_·_A_L-_A_.__f":;'_/J>._'1'_,_A- _

Town v 1-\ i -\ 0 A

Address \~ c x Zi 2 '1

Zip q{77 e

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo ~)

~~~~.





Re: SB958 lIDl 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HD1 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Print Name ~ ce it 11 e

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood / Town _A_/_e.--=cZ--d.--=..·:=--ov",-,:{.c---...........--:>O",,-:--1."l""",-chY-=-=---·=..·i_·.-L-k.=·"':::....::...:-:£/J2.-//_

Zip Code 7'" '74 '1

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.
(Personal comments here) I {iA-11 t~1"rt&t.>,£,~~)t- ....../'t::--lt..,., ,j.

,il

G-l'v( 0 L4\ ,~/led L4''-€/~/~1...{,·t"l'·</I•.(
// l





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Neighborhood _-"6=::..:-:,,:......c:7...(-'-R~ _

Zip qS-z;.(,()

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name ~iU?t1 ?<Ji;;u/liS

Organization!Affiliations

In Favor of Moratorium

Town -_-.:..-_:.-.-..=.---=::==------------------

Address__-':---::-~~---i-__.£._.:.._ __.::___ _"'_____'__ _

Zip C;-I-it"-"-~_.'7'-'1'--··..f_", _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

:>

A.j~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organizatio~ r~.IL:l..--

Neighborhood -",C~Q.".t.A~JJ.~~.=....~~._------------

Town c.\ Tjo~ .
Address-lj·C_ Iv ~ ?)(J~:5 '1
Zip :6 3 2.·2. '1
Aloha Legislators,

I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,
testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahal0i£
LA,) ~

111~8





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations
{,2i'g/ tt /7 Ie

Neighborhood __L_A_·_L_?_'_/V_/_' _

!J /1 f-h:. /1

Address ( 3- if2 (/ f); A cn 11/7 ;f

Town __-I--.l-.L-'--'----- _

Zip Cf? 7 7 t

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

.:::L-~ ;;-n~





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization/Affiliations &ll£Lr,A r·a.l..uu~ n1b/

Neighborhood __~:.--W(£~"Ao-flM4.o"'=-.t',_,'V\.f)=-~ _

~

Address ~Dl)O¥ 'tJ-,~-,--,_, _
!<fL2tJd{, th 1b1f( _

Zip ,_'_:.- _

Town
--~~~----------------

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

/i !i'

t/I





Re: SB95800i 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of MoratoriumName ~=-- ---="':"""""'---l- _

Neighborhood ;VI}I-JIt W ¥ci 6r:fM'e..o·

Town 'PIJ-HOA1

Address 1'1- 63 til(

Zip '16778

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

/'





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name
-----I---;~..::...=:-"--'=-----

In Favor ofMoratorium

Zip~-+1--t::J-~ _

Addre:jS"J {) , \2~~'D}z..-. _

Vl\hoc~l \h

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

'i-\~ltA..- '~\Loc\.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification ofTaro

Name ----"'-""------------

Organization!Affiliations
1../ c('~

(v\ t::j \( v u l-IJ fLr/ \ { i ( )

?u I'JA C N'VO<L... C l.,.-\.J G
--;--,. ~ c,,--

Neighborhood 'IS c;:') C t~.. ) I:J 6'V ~ ')

Town T)N N c) 0

Zip '9 C': 7 tf

In Favor ofMoratorium

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

L:7 ttl'q . A----)i /
-----,......-





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name~ i t-AH t tj~0J In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood _---LN==D.!..l..::rJ~A~k....=... .4=_~_=L-=l.,,;:...:;... _

Town
----~---'--'-'-=~--------~-----

Address
------=--=---=:..~"'---=-==-==----=~=-------

'-Po bex ~D~
14;)uo~ WL:!!:·:L=--- _

Zip 9~(p~·....~7___l!7'__c;r=_· _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighbor~o~ A\'n oJ 0 (J(

Town \Jaln0 G\

;;t6~§~~-- X_I_c)_Q_' _

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Name In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations
sf//ldeu.! ~ .. l-)\-Hi

Neighborhood 't1Cf.,cQQ~ ~ ?a-~~d tSe.- VJ.-.RK..

Town 'ea I~U\.

Address HCR J

Zip Cfbf ter
Aloha Legislators,

I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,
testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations
f .J. e ».vr cl -, . ." lv'F f\A' I,(g,/Ol.J

\(tJJAt finz V\IJBXAz.yI;fh\f C€, @PiMAGtl\3\ut6 4tW.~-Vh~iC (11YU'\,teY(/~ i (tof~ .
errecn Ill:? fUt(l'.o«6,~!sM§'!fftJ1t'J m(. ~()lA./'ftI{J(),:-,INlBLNA1lJL
Neighborhood t'O(-fv( «It I R:.lL.!{A~Jft~ _

Town C~A tm,q fj;GM~'f-6-r)

d 0 r7 'IVA dress ':. . t:(./'f\-

H 1·

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Namek J)ZCKlb £["lbtiC In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations
- f1\l ---: '

'~J1Nle rnM:OO '~{jtrJeEg, Ht1.YbfhU6, 01~Ei .

Neighborhood POttv( l{/, flLi0Pt 'D7Sf.

TownNe\tn1 ,.PAilO fr

Address t.O.'~ lq61 _
_ PA.-'tw·f\ I 1-+=( qftil1 '6
Zip q~Ct:j..L.I.-*---------------

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.

Mahalo

1< 'l~[kit ~(Oat-R'





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

Print Nar&:~+<t'::>t:
------------

In Favor ofMoratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a 10 Year Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.
(Personal comments here)





Re: SB958 HDI 10 Year Moratorium on the Modification of Taro

PrintNamef-te , ~.s:'TA-·

In Favor of Moratorium

Organization!Affiliations

Neighborhood / Town ...J!..'~_A-:.L-'~.f/-t~.4--=-,. _
Zip Code 1[-;7'70

Aloha Legislators,
I strongly support a lOYear Moratorium on developing,

testing, propagating, cultivating, growing, and raising genetically
engineered taro in the state.
(Personal comments here)

~::~e>-#-'''--(-~-~-~_~_--_---:··~~=---_.,,,,,,_v,,._. _
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